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Abstract. The structure funct ion ratios FC/F2 Li, fCa/f2 Li 
and Fca/F c were measured in deep inelastic m u o n -  
nucleus scattering at an incident m u o n  energy of  
90GeV,  covering the kinematic  range 0 . 0 0 8 5 < x < 0 . 6  
and 0 . 8 < Q 2 <  17 GeV 2. The sensitivity of  the nuclear  
structure functions to the size and mean  density of  the 
target nucleus is discussed. 
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The structure functions per nucleon, 1:2, for deep 
inelastic scattering of  muons  or  electrons on deuter ium 
and on heavier nuclei are not  the same (EMC effect). 
This effect has been observed in a number  of  
experiments [1 -9 ]  covering the range of  values of  the 
Bjorken scaling variable x between 0.002 and 0.8. 
In  the one p h o t o n  exchange approx imat ion  and 
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neglecting the muon mass, the deep inelastic 
differential cross section per nucleon on a nucleus A 
can be written as 
d2 aA( x, Q)) 4nez F2A(x, Q2) 
d x d Q  2 - Q4x 
9 {1-Y-4Q~E2 + Y2+Q2/E2 1, ( 1 )  
2[1 +RA(x, Qz)]j 
where x=Q2/2Mv and y=v/E are the usual scaling 
variables and where _Q2 is the squared four 
momentum transfer, E the energy of the incident muon 
in the laboratory, v the energy of the virtual photon 
in the laboratory and M the proton mass. In (1), 
FzA(X, Q2) is the nuclear structure function per nucleon 
and RA(x, Q2) is the ratio of total absorption cross 
sections for longitudinally and transversely polarised 
virtual photons on a nucleus A. Assuming that R A is 
independent of A, which is consistent with the 
experimental data for x > 0.2 and Q2 > 1 GeV 2 [10], the 
ratio FA'/F2 a~ is equal to the corresponding cross 
section ratio. 
The x dependence of the structure function ratio 
F2a/F~ for a nucleus A relative to deuterium is 
characterised by: (i) a depletion below unity at small 
x; (ii) a maximum above unity at intermediate x m0.1- 
0.2; (iii) a minimum below unity at x ~ 0 . 7  and (iv) a 
sharp rise at larger x. The structure function ratio at 
small and intermediate x is usually described in terms 
of generalised vector meson dominance or partonic 
models [11]. In both descriptions the nuclear size and 
the mean nuclear density are relevant parameters. 
In a recent publication [12] we reported on the x 
and Q 2  dependence of the structure function ratios 
FzA/F~ for 4He, 12C and 4~ measured at 200GeV 
incident muon energy. In the present experiment at 
90 GeV, the ratios Fza'/F a~ were studied for the nuclei 
6Li, 12C and 4~ as a function of x. This provides a 
comparison, in one experiment, of structure functions 
for pairs of isoscalar nuclei differing primarily either in 
radius (r) or density (p). In particular 6Li ( r=2.6fm,  
p = 0 . 0 4 f m  -3) and 12C (r=2.5 fm, p = 0 . 0 9 f m  -3) have 
equal radii but different densities, whereas azc and 
4~ ( r=3.5fm,  p = 0 . 1 1 f m  -3) differ more in radius 
than in density [13]. 
The measurements were performed at the CERN 
SPS muon beam line (M2) using the N M C  
spectrometer [14, 15], an upgrade of that of the 
European Muon Collaboration (EMC) [16, 8]. A novel 
feature was the multiple target arrangement. Targets of 
the different materials were placed in a row at 
longitudinally well separated locations along the 
spectrometer axis and exposed simultaneously to the 
beam. Three such rows, differing in the ordering of 
materials, were placed on a common platform (Fig. 1 a). 
The calcium and carbon targets were segmented and 
distributed over a length equal to that of the lower 
density lithium targets. The rows of targets were 
positioned in the beam in turn by lateral displacement 
of the platform at approximately 30 min intervals. In 
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Fig. 1. a Platform with the multiple target setup. Targets aligned 
longitudinally in rows (1-3) are exposed to the same beam flux, 
those aligned transversely (A-F) have the same spectrometer 
acceptance; P0B is a small wire chamber, b Distribution of 
reconstructed interaction vertices for the middle row of targets 
each row the targets were arranged in an upstream 
and a downstream group, within which the targets had 
approximately the same thickness, 20 g/cm 2 (upstream) 
and 10g/cm 2 (downstream). Figure l b shows, for one 
row of targets, the longitudinal distribution of 
reconstructed interaction vertices. It is seen in this 
figure that the different targets were well resolved. 
With this target arrangement beam flux and 
spectrometer acceptance corrections cancel in the 
calculation of the cross section ratio o'A1/o "A2 for the 
nuclei A1 and A 2. This ratio thus depends only on the 
radiatively corrected numbers of events N A'(A2) and on 
the numbers of nucleons per unit area T~A'(A2): 
where i indicates the target row. These ratios were 
evaluated for the upstream and downstream target 
groups separately. The final values are the geometrical 
mean of the ratios for the two groups, weighted by 
their statistical errors. A more detailed description of 
the experimental method can be found in [15]. 
To obtain the one photon exchange cross section (1) 
the measured event yields were corrected for radiative 
effects. A radiative correction weight factor was 
attributed to each event depending on the scaling 
variables x, y and on the target material. This weight 
was calculated as in previous analyses [9, 12] using the 
procedure of Mo and Tsai [17]. The resulting mean 
corrections to the cross section ratios were largest for 
the lowest x bin where they amounted to 7% (C/Li), 
23% (Ca/Li) and 18% (Ca/C). For  x>0 .05  they were 
smaller than 1%. 
A correction for the effects of the finite kinematic 
resolution was obtained from a Monte Carlo 
simulation of the experiment. Corrections made for 
attribution of events to the wrong target were 
calculated from the tails in the distributions of the 
reconstructed interaction vertices (see Fig. lb). 
Contributions from corrosion layers on the lithium 
and calcium targets and from their protection foils 
were also corrected for. None of these corrections was 
significant for x>0 .04  and for the lowest x bin they 
were at most 0.5%. Corrections for the isotopic 
impurities of the targets and the air between the 
targets were negligible. 
The final data sample consisted of 1.4 million 
events, after having rejected events with x<0.007, 
muon scattering angle 0 < 1 2 m r a d  for the upstream 
target group and 0 < 1 4 m r a d  for the downstream 
group, scattered muon energy E ' < 1 0 G e V  and 
v<  10 GeV. A cut depending on x and y was applied 
to keep the radiative correction weight factor for each 
event larger than 0.5. The measured ratios at small x 
are in good agreement with those obtained from a 
subset of the data where the observation of at least 
one energetic hadron was required in each event [-18]. 
Such a requirement removes the coherent nuclear 
radiative events which cause the major part of the 
correction. 
The main sources of systematic uncertainties in the 
measurements are the following: 
(1) The input to the radiative correction procedure 
(parametrisation of the nuclear structure functions F2 A 
and R A and of the nuclear form factors). The resulting 
uncertainty is at most 2.7%, for Ca/Li at x=0.0085, 
and decreases to 0.1% for x>0.05.  
(2) The assignment of events to the wrong target, 
which contributed less than 0.2% uncertainty. 
(3) Averaging over Q2 within each x bin, which gave 
an estimated uncertainty of up to 0.2%. 
The total systematic errors were obtained by adding 
these contributions in quadrature. Overall nor- 
malisation errors of 0.7% (C/Li), 0.8% (Ca/Li) and 
0.5% (Ca/C) are due to uncertainties in the target 
thicknesses. 
The measured ratios are presented in Table 1 and 
in Figs. 2 and 3. The Ca/C ratio derived from earlier 
N M C  data for C/D and Ca/D [-12] at 200 GeV is also 
shown in Fig. 3. These data, measured at larger values 
of Q2, are in agreement with the present results. This 
is consistent with our previous conclusion [12] that 
the C/D and Ca/D ratios do not depend significantly 
on Q2. The following observations can be made from 
the data. 
(i) At small x there is a depletion of the structure 
function in C relative to that in Li, which has the same 
radius but a lower mean density. However, the 
structure function depletion in Ca relative to that in Li 
is twice as large, implying that the depletion increases 
with both radius and density. 
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Table 1. Values of structure function ratios Fza~/F a2, averaged over 
Q2 (normalisation uncertainties are not included in the errors) 
x (Q2) [GeV 2] FC/FLi stat. syst. 
0.00850 0.84 0.905 0.009 0.012 
0.01125 1.1 0.951 0.010 0.009 
0.01375 1.2 0.963 0.010 0.007 
0.01625 1.4 0.952 0.010 0.005 
0.01875 1.6 0.987 0.011 0.004 
0.0225 1.8 0.971 0.008 0.004 
0.0275 2.0 0.964 0.008 0.003 
0.0325 2.2 0.974 0.009 0.002 
0.0375 2.3 0.979 0.009 0.002 
0.0425 2.4 1.001 0.010 0.002 
0.0475 2.6 0.998 0.010 0.002 
0.0525 2.7 1.019 0.011 0.002 
0.0575 2.8 1.020 0.012 0.002 
0.0650 3.0 0.999 0.009 0.002 
0.0750 3.3 1.012 0.009 0.002 
0.0850 3.6 1.004 0.010 0.002 
0.0950 3.9 1.009 0.011 0.002 
0.1125 4.3 1.028 0.008 0.002 
0.1375 5.1 1.012 0.010 0.002 
0.175 6.2 1.019 0.009 0.002 
0.225 7.7 1.003, 0.013 0.002 
0.275 9.1 1.001 0.017 0.002 
0.35 11 0.989 0.017 0.002 
0.45 14 0.967 0.028 0.002 
0.60 17 1.015 0.040 0.004 
x (QZ) [GeV 2] FCa/FLi stat. syst. 
0.00850 0.84 0.838 0.008 0.022 
0.01125 1.1 0.868 0.009 0.017 
0.01375 1.2 0.900 0.009 0.013 
0.01625 1.4 0.906 0.010 0.010 
0.01875 1.6 0.958 0.010 0.008 
0.0225 1.8 0.935 0.007 0.006 
0.0275 2.0 0.935 0.008 0.004 
0.0325 2.2 0.964 0.009 0.003 
0.0375 2.3 0.980 0.009 0.002 
0.0425 2.4 0.974 0.010 0.002 
0.0475 2.6 0.965 0.010 0.002 
0.0525 2.7 1.010 0.011 0.002 
0.0575 2.8 1.011 0.011 0.002 
0.0650 3.0 1.005 0.008 0.002 
0.0750 3.3 1.007 0.009 0.002 
0.0850 3.6 1.012 0.010 0.002 
0.0950 3.9 1.010 0.011 0.002 
0.1125 4.3 1.020 0.008 0.002 
0.1375 5.1 1.017 0.010 0.002 
0.175 6.2 1.018 0.009 0.002 
0.225 7.7 1.017 0.013 0.002 
0.275 9.1 0.998 0.016 0.002 
0.35 1l 0.984 0.017 0.002 
0,45 14 0.990 0.028 0.002 
0.60 17 0.969 0.038 0,004 
x (Q2) [OeV 2] FzC,/F c stat. syst. 
0.00850 0.84 0.926 0.009 0,023 
0.01125 1.1 0.913 0.009 0.015 
0.01375 1.2 0.934 0.010 0.011 
0.01625 1.4 0.952 0.010 0.008 
0.01875 1.6 0.970 0.010 0.007 
0.0225 1.8 0.962 0.008 0.005 
0.0275 2.0 0.970 0.008 0.003 
0.0325 2.2 0.989 0.009 0.003 
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Table 1 (continued) 
x (Q2) [GeV 2] FCa/F c stat. syst. 
0.0375 2.3 1.001 0.009 0.002 
0.0425 2.4 0.973 0.009 0.002 
0.0475 2.6 0.968 0.010 0.002 
0.0525 2.7 0.991 0.010 0.002 
0.0575 2.8 0.991 0.011 0.002 
0.0650 3.0 1.006 0.008 0.002 
0.0750 3.3 0.994 0.009 0.002 
0.0850 3.6 1.008 0.010 0.002 
0.0950 3.9 1.001 0.011 0.002 
0.1125 4.3 0.993 0.008 0.002 
0.1375 5.1 1.006 0.010 0.002 
0.175 6.2 1.000 0.009 0.002 
0.225 7.7 1.014 0.012 0.002 
0.275 9.1 0.997 0.016 0.002 
0.35 11 0.995 0.017 0.002 
0.45 14 1.024 0.029 0.002 
0.60 17 0.955 0.036 0.002 
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for Ca/C (full symbols). The normalisation 
uncertainty (not included in the errors) is 0.5%. The results 
obtained by dividing the Ca/D and C/D ratios from the recent 
NMC measurement at 200GeV [12] are indicated by squares 
(statistical errors only) 
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Fig. 2a, b. The measured structure function ratios as functions of 
x, averaged over Qa a for carbon and lithium (C/Li); b for 
calcium and lithium (Ca/Li). The bars represent the statistical 
errors. The systematic uncertainties are indicated by bands; the 
normalisation uncertainties (not included in the errors) are 0.7% 
and 0.8% for C/Li and Ca/Li, respectively 
(ii) A t  i n t e rmed ia t e  x, the s t ruc ture  funct ions  in the 
nuclei  with high densi ty,  C and  Ca, exhibi t  s imi lar  
enhancemen t s  of 1 2% relat ive to tha t  in Li. There  are 
no signif icant  differences be tween  the C and  Ca 
s t ruc ture  funct ions  for x be tween  0.07 and  0.4. This  
indica tes  a weak  dependence  of  the s t ruc ture  funct ion 
on  the dens i ty  wi th  l i t t le or  no sensi t ivi ty  to the rad ius  
in the in t e rmed ia t e  x region.  
C o m b i n i n g  the cur ren t  results  wi th  those  of  the ear l ier  
2 0 0 G e V  measu remen t s  [12], we o b t a i n e d  the L i /D  
1.04 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Fig. 4. The ratio for Li/D, obtained from combining the current 
results with the earlier measurements on C/D and Ca/D [12] at 
200 GeV, compared to that for He/D [12] at 200 GeV. The inner 
error bars represent the statistical errors, the outer ones the 
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature. Nor- 
malisation uncertainties (0.7% for Li/D and 0.4% for He/D) are 
not shown 
ra t io ,  where  it has  been as sumed  tha t  there  is no  Q2 
dependence ,  This  ra t io  is c o m p a r e d  to tha t  of  H e / D  
E12] in Fig.  4. These  two ra t ios  are r e m a r k a b l y  s imi lar  
and  indeed  if one makes  a bin  to b in  compar i son ,  the  
L i / H e  ra t io  is cons is ten t  wi th  un i ty  over  the  c o m m o n  
x range.  F o r  smal l  x this obse rva t ion  is in ag reemen t  
wi th  the dependence  on rad ius  and  dens i ty  in (i) 
above :  Li  as c o m p a r e d  to He  (r = 1.7 fm, p = 0.09 fm -3) 
has  a much  la rger  rad ius  and  a much  smal ler  densi ty,  
so tha t  in this reg ion  two o p p o s i n g  dependences  
shou ld  tend  to cancel.  In  the  in t e rmed ia te  x region  the 
weakness  of the rad ius  and  dens i ty  dependence ,  
precludes,  in view of  the  expe r imen ta l  uncer ta in t ies ,  a 
useful c o m p a r i s o n  with the  obse rva t i on  (ii) above.  
In  conclus ion,  the p resen t  d a t a  ind ica te  a sensi t ivi ty  
of the E M C  effect to the nuc lear  r ad ius  and  to  the 
m e a n  nuc lear  density.  A t  in t e rmed ia te  x the weak  
e n h a n c e m e n t  shows only  a small  sensi t ivi ty  to the 
nuc lear  dens i ty  while a t  smal l  x the s t rong  dep le t ion  
appea r s  to d e p e n d  on  b o t h  rad ius  and  density.  
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